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27. What improvements would you like to see in library media and technology at Bowler School?
#

Response

1

We should get ipads

2

We should get more ipods

3

do what ever you want

4

more games\more playing\more fresh air\less homework

5

it is awesome

6

It is awesome

7

i will like to see people using more computers.

8

I think their should be beder ganputers.

9

i do anything

10

I don't know.

11

ipad or ipod

12

more laptop more ipod less homework less work

13

it is awsome!

14

I is awesome

15

it is awsome

16

more laptop more ipod less homework less cleaning desk

17

more games,more hour of play .

18

I want more downloadable games for us and better movies for the games i would like games with weapons just not blood.

19

ipads for the all the kids

20

I wont more ipods

21

i would like more computers and more games on the computers

22

I want games.

23

Nothing really, I like the Computers now.

24

learning

25

Something more easy and,my kind of type of things.

26

I would like to see bowler school get more technology

27

none

28

Have some newer books that the pages aren't messed up and to let the computers and technology devices to be faster

29

More Different Technology for both high school and Elementary and Special Education,Regular Education,and Gifted and Talented,
(also as a child myself I would prefer more computer games,iPod games etc.) Thank you for reading this

30

the kids could have ipad

31

give us the right information & more time to work on it because the school's computers are SLOW!

32

more things avalible

33

nothing i think it's good

34

i did not go on it yet

35

get some playstation 3 and some xboxs make the internet wireless with out a code give the kids ipads their own music their own
apps

36

buy all the students a ipod or a laptop.

37

i would like better games and better books

38

ade level is

39

None

40

I would like the school to have a teacher just for computer classes so students can learn more about programs and the available
technology. I'd also like to see after school computer classes.

41

i would like zunes

42

no improvements

43

none

44

having like some nooks

45

none

46

Get More Reading This Istant

47

i don't know

48

I think Bowler school does a very good job of technology.!!!!!!!!!!!!

49

I don't know

50

None

51

I would like more games available.

52

ipad2 white

53

more games and computers

54

none

55

Ipod Ipad

56

6 computers

57

we need ipods,ipads,Dr.Droid cell phones

58

none

59

none

60

Faster and more computers.

61

I don't know?

62

tablets for reading

63

I don't know

64

good

65

more books

66

more computers

67

we get to use the computers more

68

More time on computers.

69

I don't know

70

More i pods and more lap tops

71

i dont know

72

more laptops

73

I don't know

74

more books

75

i don't care and don't know.

76

more technology

77

More computers and lap tops for everyone!!!!

78

Less blocked iteams, because /i have tried to get on stuff for school and I cant get on.

79

more computers, and being able to go and download books from eBooks, that we actually like unlike some of the books they give us.

80

Electronics like more laptops, Ipods,and Ipads.

81

I pads

82

More then one computer in the library to search for books and find things.

83

Faster internet.

84

none

85

cushioned chairs

86

don't care

87

none

88

more time on the computers and more stuff we can do on them like games and homework and powerpoint stuff and that and alittle
more time to work on them but other wise I THINK IT IS OKAY

89

I don't want to see any inprovements in library media and technology at Bowler School

90

let us go to more websites and you should make the computetrs work better

91

?

92

Use the computers more

93

To have electronic books be able to check out or borrow instead of all real books

94

more books and more computers.

95

be able to listen to music, do more work on the computers. have more electronics.

96

we use computers more

97

It's fine just the way it is. Their is no need for change.

98

more ipads more ipods more games on the computer

99

better keyboards

100 computers that work faster and will not give you problems on getting in your account.
101 more computers books ipods
102 i want to see more computers and more ipads for the kids to use because this school only has enogh for the teachers
103 more books and kindles and more action books easer to find books in libary ipads ipod
104 Get more computers and better technology
105 We need more computers so all the teachers don"t have to fight over computers and the students can learn more.
106 more books
107 get more books more computer games more noon hour time better keyboards better computers
I would like to see people stop screwing around when the teacher is not around. I would not mind ipads and bowler school district,
108 but some kids of course would use them for personal use and not do work. If anything get nooks, Ipads, or kindles. Do not get small
things like ipods becuse someone would just steal them and never give them back.
109 More erving classes for middle school students
110 non
111 better mouses. better keyboards.
112 More internet access
113 They could Make more user friendly by Changing the pictures of categorys to words
114 I don't know
115 none
116 I would like to see more educational websites.
117 i don't have any
118 A little more updated on some programs.
119 I would like to see iPods and iPads because the little kids get to use them an we don't when we are more responsible!!
120 Better Programing.

121 nothing
122 More computers and less things blocked
123 I like to have laptops and ipads.
124 None
125 More computers for the students. Also more acess to the internet for other .sites
126 none
127 none
128 None
129 more laptops. And kids should be aloud to use there ipods and cellular devices for use of there homework not for texting
130 I would to make all the students do a good job on computers
131

They need more computers so all the kids at the school can use them. We also need more computer time so we can do our
homework.

132 Making stuff electronically be more fun to do homework.
133 Horror books, and no Mac computers
134 i would like to see more help and computer access
135 have more access to the computers
136 i dont know
137 i would like more acsess
138 i dont know
139 more internet access and not everything blocked.
140 I would like to see that we can get get on wattpad and can access things that we need.
141 facebook.
142 more internet usage in classes for a better range of things
143 Nothing
144 laptops
145 more computers
146 It would help alot if you did not block every site and let us have fun on the computers after work is completed
147 laptops and everyone gets their personal computer
148 everyone have their own computer or laptop
149 Facebook
150 Facebook
151 Bowler school should have a few more iPads for homework because they are portable and very useful.
152 nothing
153 we get laptops and more time to go on them.
154 none
155 Maybe a few more computers.
156 more freedom on the interweb
157 I think that we should be able to listen to music and have a little more freedom in the computers.
158 Get more computers
159 none
160 make the computers touch screens
161 More computures than what we have
162 I would like to have more websites unlocked for us to use.
163 i would like to see more websites open and interesting books to read.

164 none
165 I would like to see more computer and technological devices to help make school more educational and to make homework easier.
166 unlock wikipedia
167 quit blocking so many websites
168 Any thing that would help
169 i don't know
170

I would like to see better keyboards that the buttons don't stick on. I'd also like to see more available programs to benefit recreational
time.

171 more pc computers
172 better
173 more computers in the classrooms
174 Get Back Wickipedia
175 more computers in the classrooms for the students to use.
176 More Computers that are up to date
177 stay the same
178 I would like to see less restrictions to important educational websites like wikipedia and other informational websites.
I would like to see a bit more freedom concerning usage time. I don't think we use them enough because the teachers have to fight
over who gets the mac lab and some key sources to the information we need are blocked. It's difficult to do projects when you can't
179 use the internet, not because you don't have it, but because there are so many blocks on it. It's like holding a piece of chocolate ice
cream cake in front of a hyperactive child, and telling them they can't eat it. Pure bogus. Plus, the library isn't open enough, or is
open at inconvenient times, and we don't have access before or after school.
180 not much, everything is good
181 let us use Facebook and listen to music.
182 I think we should have more access to different things on the internet, not so many things being blocked.
183 listen to music.
184 the unblocking of help full sites where you can get imformation from
185 More books for reading enjoyment.
186 not as many blocked sites
187 It'd be nice if we could use computers more often in our curriculum.
188 let us use Facebook!!! and listen to music!!
189 I think everything is very good and have no complaints
190 the computers in the ACAD class are extremely slow
191 N/A
192 n/a
193 let us use facebook, listen to any music, and watch any videos
194 its fine.
Sometimes in my study hall there is a lack of computers because people use them for dumb things. I'm an erving student and I
195 literally have to use the computer to do my homework. If there wasn't so many things blocked we could do more things such as out
homework!
196 none
197 na
198 more work on computers
199 more computers in the library
200 To have YOUTUBE back and FACEBOOK when homework is done
201 When I need to watch a movie for a class it would be nice to be able to watch it here and not at home.
202 more access to websites

203 i wont be here
204 more computers so we can all go into the library, because we cant go into the mac lab if there isnt any supervision,
205 Better technology
206 it should stay the same because alot of people don't read anyways
207 dont care well not help us after we gratuate so we wont get any
208 n/a
209

we need better computers that work all of the time and there has to be more computers available. plus all of the access denied web
pages must be blocked because it is hard to look things up for social problems and other classes

210 more things that can be accessed and not blocked
211 None
212 Fix school lunch
213 more computers.
214 No clue
215 Actually be able to use computers the library is never open when you need to use them!!!!!
216 more cowbell
217 more cowbell
218 none
219 All teachers should be required to take technology courses.
220 more computers in the library
221 All teachers to have IPads and laptops for use at home and school. More inservice on how to utilize the material given.
222 e-readers for every student -- no more textbooks or paperbacks.
223 improve laptop login and internet capabilities, make the lab more accessable, more moodle training
224 HS teachers with ipads
225 Faster internet, and ipads for teachers
226 I need a smart board in my classroom for senior social problems, the spanish room.
227 all is fine
228 Ability to transfer vhs tapes to dvds.
229 ipads in the rooms
230 ipads in the room for science !!! computer simulations for physics and chemistry!!!!!
231 ebook accessibility
232 Create a schoolwide news show.
233 none
234 I'd like to get my SMART board installed. It has sat for two months.
235 audio books
236 more inservice
237 probably more inservices in order to improve my personal skills
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